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Training Quality Assesments
by

LCDR Mike Prevost

The NASTP Model Manager Site Safety and
Standardization Inspection has recently received
an overhaul.  Basically, we split it in two and
beefed up the training quality portion.  As a
result, we are now conducting two separate
inspections, an administrative/SOP
requirements inspection and a training quality
assessment (TQA).

The driving force behind the change was an
attempt to more accurately measure and report
training quality.  The primary mission of the
NASTP (and NSTI) is to deliver quality training to
the joint warfighter.  Somehow this message
was getting washed out in the old inspection
process and ASTCs were spending more time
checking the paperwork in preparation for an
inspection than in beefing up training quality.
This is backwards.  The bulk of the effort should
be spent on ensuring that we are meeting our
primary mission, providing quality training to the
joint warfighter.  The SOP and administrative
requirements should be met already if you are
doing business “by the book” on a day-to-day
basis.  We wanted to send a clear message that
complying with the SOP is “just how we do
business” and that the “value” of an ASTC will be
determined by how well they are meeting that
primary mission.  We have not loosened up on
enforcing SOP requirements.  We still check the
paperwork very thoroughly during the
administrative/SOP requirements inspection.
However, the yardstick by which we measure
the mission accomplishment of an ASTC is the
TQA.

The NASTP TQA is a measure of the five
variables listed below.  Each variable is given a
score of one to four, depending on the quality of
execution as defined below.  The descriptors
given after each score are provided as
examples to clarify the grading criteria.  Other
factors may be relevant.

Coverage of Required Learning Objectives

1. Complete lack of adherence to the curricula
exists.  The wrong lessons are being
provided or lessons are skipped altogether.
Major deficiencies in the application phase of
training exist (i.e., wrong chamber flight
profiles, missing lessons, training devices
not used).

2. All required lessons are provided but major
deficiencies exist (i.e., training students in
the wrong ALSS configuration, missing
learning objectives, incorrect information).

3. Minimum standards are being met.  All of the
required learning objectives are being met
satisfactorily in accordance with the
curricula.

4. High quality, fleet-relevant training is being
provided.  Material is up-to-date and current
operational issues are discussed.  Recent
curricula changes are incorporated.

Quality of the Presentation

1. Instructional quality is poor.  Proper
instructional techniques are not used.
Training aids are not appropriate or
inadequate.  Lecture slides are of poor
quality.  Instructor is not prepared.

2. Instructional quality is poor in some cases.
Lecture slides are adequate but need
improvement (i.e., too many distracting
animations, font difficult to read, lack of
professional appearance).  More learning
aids could be used.

3. Minimum standards are being met.
Instructors use proper instructional
technique, and the instructional aids are
adequate.S
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4. Instructional quality is outstanding.
Instructors are dynamic and engaging.
Student participation is encouraged.
Lecture slides present a professional image
and are of high quality.  Learning aids are
very effectively used.

Fleet Relevance

1. The material was not appropriate for the
class.  Information was not relevant for the
student’s airframe.  Students were trained in
the wrong ALSS configuration.

2. Little effort was made to relate the
information to operational flying.
Discussions on the application of the
material to flight operations were largely
absent.  Instructors lacked the knowledge to
apply the material to the flight environment.

3. Minimum standards are being met.
Instructors are able to relate the information
to the flight environment.

4. Instructors are able to effectively discuss
curricula material in relation to flight
operations.  Specific examples are
discussed effectively.  Information is
emphasized by providing examples that are
specific to the student’s airframe.  Issues
relating to current combat/deployment
operations are discussed.  Mishaps and
HAZREPs are used to emphasize the
material.

Depth of Coverage of the Material

1. Information is covered very superficially.  Not
enough information is provided to make the
lectures useful.  Many objectives are
inadequately covered.

2. Most information is covered; however, the
instructor lacks the knowledge to make
useful recommendations.  The instructor did
little more than read the slide bullets.
Although most objectives were met, the
instructor did little to add additional
information.  Many concepts were not
clarified or explained.  Examples were not
used to clarify the material.

3. Minimum standards are being met.  Learning
objectives are being covered in enough detail
to ensure student comprehension.

4. Specific examples are provided to clarify
concepts.  Instructors have in-depth
knowledge of the material and are able to
relate the information to flight operations.
Concepts are explained clearly and
effectively.  Instructors check for student
comprehension and involve students in the
discussions.

LCDR Mike “Chow” Prevost
NSTI, Director of Safety and Standardization

DSN: 922-2718
mcprevost@nomi.med.navy.mil

Training Safety

1. Training is unsafe.  Major violations of safety
policy exist.

2. Some safety concerns exist.  Although safety
policy is followed in most cases, it is not
being followed effectively.

3. Minimum standards are being met.  All safety
policies are being followed.

4. Training safety is excellent.  The staff is
proactive at identifying and correcting
hazards.  Operational risk management is
used in planning.

To date we have conducted three TQAs (ASTCs
Miramar, Norfolk, and Whidbey).  The TQA
process has provided much more in-depth
feedback on the quality of training than was
possible using the old inspection process.  This
same type of evaluation system will be used for
quarterly instructor critiques and for lesson
JQRs.  It is hoped that training quality will be
improved by providing an improved evaluation
tool and by conducting an inspection that
focuses purely on our primary mission.
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Human Performance and

Training Technology Update
By

LCDR(s) Rich Folga & LT Tom Jones

     Human Performance and Training
Technologies (HPTT) Directorate, NSTI Code
022, is responsible for four functional areas,
including test and evaluation of new training
technologies for use in the NASTP; development
of new NASTP aviation physiology and water
survival curriculum and supporting material; test
and evaluation of new survival equipment; and
career development for all NSTI personnel.  The
purpose of this article is to bring the SUSNAP up
to speed with a brief snapshot of current HPTT
developments; everything from SMEs to
ROBDs, including the Spatial Awareness
Training System (SPATS) will be discussed
here.  If you fear change, don’t read this article.

SPATS

Background.  The U.S. Government Accounting
Office (GAO) reports that during a recent five
year period (1999-2003), DoD aircraft accidents
caused the loss of 375 military aircraft and the
deaths of over 300 personnel, at a cost
exceeding $7 billion.  An exceedingly large
percentage of those mishaps are attributable to
human factors, specifically, spatial disorientation
(SD).  On average, SD costs the Navy
approximately $100 million in lost assets
annually.
     SDS International (http://www.atdlink.com/) is
currently under contract with the Navy to
produce SPATS for both experienced aviators
and pilot candidates.  The SPATS is in Phase II
(April 2004-April 2006) development as part of
Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR)
topic N02-171.  To meet the Navy’s objectives,
SDS is working towards solutions that allow
aviators to learn the causes and types of SD,
recognize SD phenomenon and to practice
recovery techniques through a three-tiered
training approach.  All phases of the program will
incorporate actual SD mishap incidents to
illustrate complex human factors causes.  The
SPATS approach consists of instructor-lead
classroom multimedia presentations, non-
motion based flight simulation, and digital/web
media for self-study.  Currently, there are three
instructional modules nearly complete, with

plans for five working modules by April.  The
SDS LiteFlite® reconfigurable flight simulator
software ensures high-fidelity visualization of
real world imagery for providing SD experiences
in realistic, mission-oriented environments.  The
LiteFlite® simulator software has been
incorporated into a first generation prototype
capable of providing hands on training for
avoidance of select SD scenarios.  The current
prototype provides head-tracking for
demonstration of sensory spatial reflexes and is
also linked to an instructor operator station (IOS)
for data storage.  The IOS can be linked directly
or indirectly to the simulator and is now capable
of providing near real time graphs that allow
instructors to closely monitor and debrief pilot
performance.  Future capabilities of the
prototype are currently being developed for
recognition and avoidance of formation flight SD
and pilot induced oscillations.

LiteFlite®  Screenshot

Modern scientific solutions for SD training.
One of the principal tasks involved with SDS’
SPATS effort is to develop and demonstrate the
effectiveness of using a low cost PC simulator
for training aircrew on how to recognize and
avoid SD that stems from visual illusions,
vestibular illusions, and sensory-conflict.  In view
of the current controversy surrounding the
limited effectiveness of conventional, eyes
closed, SD spin training, SDS has chosen to
pursue SD training solutions that are based
upon current and accurate assessments of
“when” and “why” SD occurs in-flight.
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HPTT evaluation of SPATS capabilities.
During the month of October, HPTT evaluated
two non-motion based simulation scenarios
(black hole approach and control reversal error)
which were flown by 30 aviation rated
personnel.  Scientific studies (1, 2, 3, 4) have
proven that non-motion based simulators can
invoke normal head tilt responses that produce
SD related vestibular stimulus such as the
leans and intra-vestibular conflict.  This Phase II
evaluation would determine if it is possible to
provide predictable and flight relevant visual and
vestibular stimulus with non- motion based flight
simulation.

Preliminary results.  A black hole approach
sequence was flown by an experienced pilot.
The sequence used is an approach to north
Whiting Field, runway 23 in a Cessna aircraft
performance model.  The first approach is day
VFR on autopilot to provide a basic fam.  The
second trial is hands-on day approach beginning
4.8 miles out at 1200 MSL on course with a 10
knot crosswind.  Trial three is exactly the same
only at night.  Trial four, which we refer to as the
black hole trial is as the two previous, only
technically IMC since the horizon is impercep-
tible, and only field lighting is visible.  The IOS
output graph  is used to debrief pilot perfor-
mance in relation to the visual phenomenon
experienced during the simulation.  During the
depicted session, the pilot was afforded the
opportunity to re-fly the black hole approach
after receiveng a brief on the black  hole illusion
and what causes it.  The pilots performance was
markedly improved. The SPATS simulator
proved capable of inducing the black hole visual
misperception in aviation rated personnel
through a wide range of experience levels.  In
addition, the head tracking capability was dem-
onstrated, and there was strong evidence that all
participants exhibited optikinetic cervical reflex
during the control reversal error sequence.

SPATS evaluation summary. Of the 30
participants who completed the black hole
approach training scenario to date, most flew
profiles similar to the profile flew by our
exerienced pilot in our preliminary trial.  The
hands-on daytime VMC approach (Trial two) is
usually the most linear approach, with no large
oscillations.  Trial three (first hands-on night
approach / VMC) typically has an early dip close
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to the ground, often times a considerable
distance from the runway.  Subjects were usually
aware they got very low during this first night
approach, and it appears they try to compensate
for this error by delaying pushing over the nose
during initial decent on the following fourth (night
IMC) trial.  After they do push over, they often fall
into the same black-hole visual illusion that
occurred during the first night trial. In many
cases, subjects end up dipping lower than they
were during the first night approach.  After Trial
four, the subject remains seated and receives a
three minute brief on spatial strategies that
include identification of primary and secondary
spatial cues.  The subject is then advised on the
importance of not keeping a fixed “sight picture”
during the night IMC decent.  After this short brief,
subjects attempt another night time IMC approach
(Trial five) during which we have observed
marked improvements similar to our preliminary
pilot.  There seems to be a clear and measurable
benefit from the training received.
    In November, the SDS team met with the
NAVAIR/NSTI/BUMED team for a program
review and progress report from a 30 day HPTT
SPATS trial period.  Based on the results of this
meeting, the Navy will pursue moving to Phase
III, continuing to develop SPATS capabilities and
define requirements for potential procurement.
    Sometime in December the SPATS simulator
system will be returned to SDS for further
development.  The SPATS SD scenarios, training
courseware modules I-III, and LiteFlite® formation
flight feature have been added to the HPTT
ROBD system for evaluation.  If you are in
Pensacola and would like a demonstration of
these SPATS features, please contact LT Jones
or LT Folga.

Reduced Oxygen Breathing Device

ROBD Mobile Training Teams.  Over the past
year, the FA-18 community has requested HPTT
to conduct several ROBD Dynamic Hypoxia
mobile training team (MTT) visits across the
country.  We will refer to these as ROBD
simulator physiology (ROBD SIMPHYS) in this
article.  We have conducted ROBD SIMPHYS in
the Operational Flight Trainers, Tactical
Operational Flight Trainers, and in the Weapons
and Tactics Trainer simulators.  Each team
consisted of three to four NSTI Pensacola
personnel.  After coordinating with the local
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Figure 1: Triaxial Seat Pad

     The ROBD is placed next to the simulator
with the oxygen hose routed to the side of the
OBOGS/O2 panel for realism.  On several trips,
the simulator was fitted with a seat pad that has
a green ring incorporated into it for use during
the execution of the emergency procedure.
None of the MTTs have come across a simulator
that has had an emergency oxygen green ring
installed.  In some cases the simulator did not
have an actual OBOGS/O2 panel.  Three way
communications were established between the
student, the ROBD Instructor and the simulator
operator.  In all cases, the pilot or WSO were put
in a tactical scenario, some much more
advanced depending on the capabilities of the
simulator.  Once the symptoms of hypoxia were
recognized, the student verbalized his/her
symptoms and then executed and the
appropriate emergency procedure.  Students
were briefed that they should verbalize any
symptoms they were experiencing, and to also
verbalize emergency procedures while
performing them.  Once the student was back to
normal the simulation was halted and the flight
debrief conducted.  If for what ever reason the
instructor or student wanted to become hypoxic
again and time permitted the scenario was
executed once more.  At all of the locations the
training has received rave reviews.  To date over
150 aircrew have received Dynamic Hypoxia
training utilizing the ROBD SIMPHYS concept.
All of those who have attended the training have
been given a letter for their NATOPS jackets
stating that they have received Dynamic Hypoxia
Training.  If any of the aircrew were slatted to
attend RP1 Jet Refresher training within the next
90 days, this letter would exempt them from the
Low Pressure Chamber exposure.
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AMSO and flight simulator support staff, simulator
time was blocked specifically for ROBD
SIMPHYS training.  A rotation was used to flow
students through the training in the most effective
manner: 1-upchit screening; 2-brief; 3-train; 4-
debrief; 5-complete training survey.  The same
instructor generally would lead a student through
the five step process.  A three man team could
complete four to five students per hour of
simulator time.  It can be done effectively but less
efficiently with two instructors.  On each trip an
instructor under training would shadow the JQR
ROBD instructors gaining experience as they go.

ASTC Implementation Plan.  By spring of 2006
the ROBD will be coming to an ASTC near you.
Thanks to PMA-205, NSTI has acquired 22
ROBDs and 20 workstations for five locations.
The first locations to be outfitted will be ASTC
Pensacola, Jacksonville, Norfolk, Miramar and
Lemoore.  We are pursuing the purchase of
additional devices for ASTC Whidbey Island,
Cherry Point and Patuxent River.  In the coming
months HPTT and ASTC Pensacola will be
evaluating the training process for a four ROBD
station set up.  We hope to have all of the bugs
worked out in Pensacola before standing up the
other units.  At the time of this writing, we still
have not evaluated training with multiple devices
running simultaneously.  We will also be
supporting maintenance training that will be
given by Environics in early February on how to
service the devices once they are all in place.

Operating Concept.  The current operational
plan is to incorporate ROBD as one of the
required H.O.T.S. for RP1 classes.   A ROBD
brief will be given to all of the students prior to
breaking into groups for individual H.O.T.S.
Once the groups have been established, the
aviator will sit at a flight control station with the
ROBD, computer and the gas cart placed along
side.  The ROBD Instructor will assist the
aviator with hooking up the mask,
communications, and the pulse oximeter.  After
an ICS check is complete, a basic familiarization
of the flight controls is provided along with a
scenario brief.
     The pilot/WSO/ECMO will be flying a tactical
aircraft through the use of the X – Plane 8.0
software by Laminar Research.  We can
simulate day or night operations anywhere in the
United States during all types of weather
conditions and even perform carrier landings.
     The aircraft cockpits and flight controls
characteristics are not 100% accurate but they
are very close.  Once the scenario is initiated,
the instructor will monitor the student’s pulse
oximetery readings, the ROBD profile and the
computers flight profile.  The instructor will also
have to pay close attention to the response of
the pilot and his/her ability to maneuver the
aircraft and execute emergency procedures
during their hypoxic state for debriefing purposes.
Once the green ring has been pulled, the ROBD
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once they report feeling back to normal, the
scenario will be stopped.  This usually happens
several seconds or longer after blood oxygen
saturation has returned to normal.  Sure that
sounds like a lot to keep track of, but once you
have done it a few times it will not be any
different than your normal duties as an Inside
Observer in the chamber.  A debrief will consist of
a review of the students symptoms and how they
compared to their symptoms in the chamber and/
or the aircraft if they have had a hypoxic incident,
the execution of the emergency procedures and
a quick discussion of oxygen paradox.
     The time required to complete a group of four
students should be about 20 minutes, which
may work well with the H.O.T.S. flow.  The
beauty of it is it takes less people than what it
takes to run the chamber and it can be done in
far less time.  The ROBD station will require five
personnel to successfully run training, four as
individual instructors and one as a supervisor.
The ROBD Supervisor will have an individual
headset to be able to plug into the
communications of any of the active stations for
monitoring.  HPTT will be evaluating the addition
of a NAMRL developed supervisor workstation
that will allow monitoring and recording of
multiple ROBD outputs from one remote display
screen.  An additional feature of the NAMRL
developed software is the potential ability to
introduce a 100% oxygen dump to any student
from the remote workstation.
     Once the evaluation process is complete at
ASTC Pensacola, HPTT will be conducting
mobile training teams at the respective units to
help with set up and JQR qualification of
personnel.

The Future of ROBD.  Fleet feedback from the
ROBD SIMPHYS experience is to do ROBD
annually in the aircraft simulator.  For example,
tactical jet aircrew could get hypoxic in the
simulator during their annual NATOPS check.  In
response to the “no green ring to pull” situation,
HPTT has developed a multi-green ring seat pad
which can be used in both the SIMPHYS and
ASTC scenarios.  We are recommending that
NAVAIR retrofits the simulators with emergency
oxygen pull handles and actual oxygen panels so

SME Program

     With the large turnover in our program this
past summer, there are a few new names and
locations for some of our SMEs.  Nearly 50% of
our SME pages have been updated with new
materials since LCDR Artino departed.  Go to
https://nmo.med.navy.mil/NASTPSME/  for a
direct link to our SME page.  If you access Navy
Medicine Online (NMO) from the normal
pathway, you will require an NMO password to
view our page.  If you use the direct link above,
you will notice that you are unable to navigate
away from the SME page once there.  This slick
access may change in the future, confounding
fleet users (for example, the MAWTS-1 NVD
manuals are viewable and downloadable from
NMO NASTP SME page) and those who do not
already have an account.
     Most of us are aware that the 3710.7 is in
revision, and major changes to Appendix E are
included.  One important change is the
alignment of SMEs with the advertised
adjunctive aeromedical briefs in Appendix E.  In
other words, there should (in the near future) be
a SME for each briefing topic area that is listed.
This way, any physiologist who is asked to cover
a specific topic listed in Appendix E can have a
SME to provide them with resource materials to
support training.  Naturally, some topic areas will
be dropped as there will also be opportunities for
a few hard chargers to become SME area plank
owners.

Instructor initiates a 100% oxygen dump to the
student, verbally reinforcing this action.  The
student starts a decent below 10,000 feet and

that aircrew can practice the one emergency
they may have to execute while severely
impaired.  In order for ROBD SIMPHYS to work,
every AMSO in support of tactical jet squadrons
will need to be ROBD trained.  A process will
need to be developed to support annual or
biannual qualification of non-NSTI ROBD
Instructors.  At the ASTCs, ROBD workstations
can be used to expand training into new areas.
HPTT is currently evaluating the use of the
SPATS capabilities with the ROBD hardware.
We can have aircrew sit at a workstation and
become hypoxic, conduct spatial disorientation
demonstrations, and even re-fly an actual mishap
scenario.  Could Jet Refresher Physiology
training become something aircrew looks forward
to?
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Test and Evaluation

     The Test and Evaluation (T&E) department is
managed by an outspoken, crusty sea dog
named Ray Smith.  Ray is legendary in the
world of survival training, and is usually one of
the first people to receive a call when an
underwater egress or escape issue arises.
When he is not helping the Navy or another
service with a trouble call, he wears the hat of
the NOMI Command Diving Officer.  The
following is a brief description of the current
projects the T&E department is working:
Universal Ejection Seat Kit Release Trainer.
A fleet training deficiency was reported in a
recent HAZREP noting that pilots were un-
familiar with the location of the life raft release
handle on the SKU-11 seat pan. Currently,
aircrews are only able to simulate locating and
pulling the raft release handle during NASTP
training.  Ideally, we would have each aircrew
attach their seat specific kit during water survival
and Virtual Reality Parachute Descent Training.
However, the use of actual aircraft seat pans in
NASTP is cost prohibitive.  Bids from contractors
to make a generic seat pan with interchangeable
release handles for training were from $5-10,000
dollars each.  The T&E department designed a
generic seat pan with interchangeable release
handles and coordinated with Navy Education
Training Professional Development Technology
Center (NETPDTC) to fabricate them.  The cost
is estimated at $16,300 for 100 seat pans.
Through some clever detective work, our staff at
headquarters tracked down 100 seat kits
earmarked by NAVAIR for disposal.  At a minimal
cost, NSTI is arranging to take possession of
these kits.  It is hoped that we can use nearly all
the parts and pieces for the seat pan trainers,
ROBD seats, and static displays saving
thousands of dollars for the command.
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Air Warrior goes underwater.  The U.S. Army
has developed a new helicopter aircrew survival
vest ensemble called Air Warrior.  The system
provides extraction capability, survival gear
carriage in mission-configurable pockets, and
includes the Air Warrior Body Armor Overlay
System.  The Army has asked NSTI T&E to
conduct in-water evaluation consisting of egress
and water survival procedures using the 9D6.
Specifically, we will be looking at the Body Armor

Overlay System as part of the Air Warrior
combat configuration.

Body Armor Overlay, front view

Body Armor Overlay, back view with First
Aid Platform

Egress Posters.  With  assistance from
NETPDTC and Mr. Brian Swan, the T&E
department is developing training posters
depicting survival procedures such as parachute
descent, underwater egress, multi-place and
single person rafts, and ejection seat survival
kits with contents. There will be a total of 11
posters (measuring 30"x40") initially distributed
to all ASTCs.  Fleet units desiring these posters
can order them directly from the Department of
Defense Printing Service.  Posters will be
showcased on the Safety Center Aeromedical
page and in Approach magazine.
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Army Vehicle Rescue Air System.  Much of the
Iraqi countryside is crisscrossed with
unimproved canals which are poorly marked,
have no guardrails, and are nearly invisible at
night or in heavy dust.  Upon entering, the steep
angle of the canals causes vehicles to roll onto
their tops the majority of the time. 

The canals may contain water, which proves
deadly both shallow and deep.  The bottoms of
the canals are mud, and when the frame of the
vehicle lands in it, it prevents the soldiers inside
from opening their doors.  At 200lbs, the doors
are difficult enough to work against.  When an
RPG hits that same door, you are very grateful
for every ounce of the steel.  It is just that when
you are upside down in a truck filling with water
and you can’t get the door open that it has a
negative effect.  The T&E department is
assisting U.S. Army units in Iraq with the
evaluation of the proposed Vehicle Rescue Air
(VRA) system.

Typical Iraqi Canal

The VRA is an oversized HABD in a customized
pouch for vehicle and man mounting.  The VRA
will be installed in armored vehicles for troop
underwater egress.   Upon completion of testing,
NSTI instructors will train Army troops to egress
and to rescue others using the VRA.

Vehicle Rescue Air System

New Underwater Egress Videos.  Identified
during recent Training Quality Assessments as
needing replacement, the HPPT T&E
Department, with assistance from NETPDTC, is
developing a new series of underwater egress
training videos.  In keeping with the new modular
curriculum architecture, there will be five
videos.  Basic Multiplace Underwater Egress for
Aircrew  will be shown to all indoctrination
aircrew students.  There are four additional
mission-focused videos:
 
            1.  USN/USMC helicopter aircrew (will
                emphasize HABD use)
            2.  Helicopter Passengers (non-HABD)
            3.  USMC Troops
            4.  Fixed wing aircrew and passengers
 
A version for SOF personnel is also being
considered. When the new curriculum is
published, instructions for which video(s) to
include for a given module will be provided.  The
goal of this initiative is to provide meaningful
training to each community, illustrating
appropriate equipment, procedures, and
airframes.

Vehicle Rescue Air System
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Helicopter Egress System for Passengers
testing.  The T & E department conducted initial
testing of the Helicopter Egress System for
Passengers (HESP) for MARCORSYSCOM in
2004.

MARCORSYSCOM  has tasked NAWC-AD to
purchase and manage the HESP.  The T&E
department is assisting NAWC-AD in minor
design changes and retesting the newly
configured HESP.  NAVAIR and NSTI will be
looking at the revised HESP configuration on
Marine troops embarked on helicopters in
January.  Once the finishing touches are made
on the HESP, T&E will evaluate it in the pool and
in the 9D6.

Prototype HESP

HESP as it would be worn by
passenger

This concludes the NSTI HPTT update.  We
hope you are as excited about these programs
and products as we are.  Please contact us with
your comments, questions and ideas.
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LT Tom Jones
Department Head, HPTT

DSN: 922-2102
tcjones@nomi.med.navy.mil

LCDR(s) Rich “Ivan” Folga
Department Head, HPTT

DSN: 922-4705
rvfolga@nomi,med.navy.mil
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Post Holiday and Happy New Year Greetings
from the Naval Safety Center!  Once again, here
is a synopsis of a very valuable resource we
offer the fleet, a special historical edition of the
Safety Center’s Aviation Safety Magazine,
Approach.

50th Anniversary Issue of Approach
Magazine

     The November-December issue of Approach
is now on the streets. The articles in this special
issue are a compilation of articles submitted
over the last 50 years, and what an experienced
reader might note is twofold. First, some of the
articles could have been written last week. Aside
from the old aircraft designations, the old carrier
names, and a few language differences, you
easily could substitute present day info and the
articles still would ring true. The second is:
There have been significant improvements in
safety in the last 50 years, and some of the
things mentioned there no longer are
acceptable. We have learned from our
mistakes.
     All of the articles are good reads, and I
recommend you read them and discuss them.
However, I suggest the following articles as
“must reads,” and offer these editorial
comments:

Admiral’s Corner- A good synopsis of the
anniversary issue by RAdm. George Mayer.  He
puts the past, present and future of naval
aviation into perspective, focusing on lessons
learned, improvements made, and the
challenges ahead.

Anymouse’s Anniversary- A HOWGOZIT on the
Anymouse Program written in September 1955,
that outlines how this anonymous reporting tool
began to make a great impact on “getting to the
root” of problems without pointing fingers. We
have gleaned great safety information from
Anymice over the years, but I have noted
recently on Safety Surveys that many squadrons
don’t have a functional program. How much stuff
are we missing because people aren’t pointing

out problem areas? Why are they not submitting
reports?  Is the box next to safety or
maintenance control so people are afraid to
submit one (This happens a lot). Is there no
appropriate follow-up when a report is
submitted, so people think no one cares?
Maybe people just don’t understand the value of
the anymouse program and it should be better
covered at Indoc. In any case, it’s a great tool,
and one we should use more.

And Then There Were None…- A “there I was”
type article from November 1955 that could have
happened last week. Lousy planning, lack of
proficiency, and bad weather, make for a good
tale. We’ve never seen any of this stuff before,
right? Good lessons that need to be learned
better.

The Return of Walter Smitty- This article that
outlines how far we’ve come. Taken from two
Anymouse Reports in March 1956, it shows
some of the ways we used to operate that have
improved significantly. Sure, there still are a few
knuckleheads out there, but articles like this one
show “how bad” it used to be.

I hope you enjoy this edition of Approach (online
at: www.safetycenter.navy.mil/media/approach/).
The media staff at the Naval Safety Center
worked hard on making this issue historically
significant, but still true to the mission of sharing
our mistakes so others don’t repeat them. I invite
you to reflect on some of the issues we’ve dealt
with over the years, and remember that we, as
Aerospace Physiologists, are a vital part of
furthering progress in aviation safety. Most of the
problems discussed in the last 50 years of
Approach were human-factors related (right up
our wheelhouse, folks). We still can contribute
more as we work toward zero mishaps. That’s
all for now, and BE SAFE.

-

LCDR Greg “Troll” Ostrander
 Naval Safety Center

DSN: 564-3520
greg.ostrander@navy.mil

Safety Center Update
by

LCDR Greg Ostrander
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Aerospace Physiology Program - A Force Enabler
Our Mission:  Assist our Warriors in winning the fight,

Prevent Losses due to hostilities & mishaps, Ensure Survival of hostilities & mishaps

     It is a dynamic time within the Navy’s
Aerospace Physiology Program (NAPP), as
many of you may have heard (directly or
indirectly), the enlisted manning of the Aviation
Survival Training Center (ASTC) are in for some
dramatic changes.
     Importantly, the transition for the manning
changes will take place over a 4 year time
period, allowing for directional shifts and some
rudder control as we move forward and align the
NAPP with Sea Power 21, the Five Vector Model
(5VM) and civilian manning reviews of active
duty positions per Congressional requirements.
The plan agreed to at a manning review
conference held November 16-17th 2005 is
outlined below.

Divers.
The plan is to civilianize the active duty diver’s
billets to Diver/Naval Aviation Survival Training
Program (NASTP) Instructor billets (GS-9) and
a single ASTC Diving Supervisor/Instructor billet
(GS-11) at each ASTC with manning of 5 to 8
diver/instructors at each ASTC (depending on
size and workload).  This course of action
(civilianization of Navy divers) is a result of the
Navy standing up a new ND (Navy Diver)
enlisted rating.  Divers will no longer be MM2s,
BM3s, EN2s, etc with a sea shore rotation and
competing against others for advancement
within their rates, but all Navy Divers will now
compete against other divers for advancement
within the dive community.  The results of this,
as presented by the diving community at the
manning conference, is that they believe ASTC
diving will be viewed as a negative for a diver’s
career, and will be a low priority fill for
NAVPERS.  We were advised that the
approximately 35 active duty diver billets
within the NAPP  would often go unfilled, or be
filled with low performing sailors who were
designated for career ending final tours.
The solution presented to us, was to civilianize
and then tap into the retiring Navy diver
community to fill these billets with top quality

Navy experienced divers and instructors.  The
advantage is each ASTC will have a minimum of
5 full time divers who are also instructors for all
NASTP (beyond just NAWSTI) without any
gapped billets.  The disadvantage is that the dive
community has brought some outstanding
leadership to our ASTCs over the years, both for
mentoring enlisted and advising officers.  We will
lose relevant fleet experience, and this is a factor
that will be missed.  However, by soliciting and
recruiting retired Navy divers, they will be
knowledgeable about the Navy requirements and
will be credible instructors.  This solution will
bring manning versatility to each ASTC as they
will always have more than enough NAWSTIs
assigned to them.

Aerospace Physiology Technicians (HM-
8409).
There are very significant Aviation Physiology
Technician (APT) HM-8409 Naval Enlisted Code
(NEC) changes planned and occurring.  With
implementation of the Navy’s 5VM and Sea
Power 21 initiatives, along with other
professional advancement and manning
changes arriving, the HM-8409 community
needed to change to continue as both an active
duty military element of NAPP and as a career
with opportunities for advancement.  The Achilles
Heel of HM-8409 is the lack of sea/operational
billets.  If a community does not have a ‘sea
purpose’, then the direction is to review whether
or not the job should be civilianized (either GS
employees or the service contracted out).  As
the number of ships continues to decrease and
the cost of weapons systems escalates, the
Navy is actively reducing its’ manpower footprint
(as sailors, we are too expensive to keep and
are a drain on the budget).  In today’s downsizing
environment, developing additional ‘sea’ billets
for the HM-8409 community was not an option
(our operational/deployable billets are the
Aeromedical Safety Corpsman billets (AMSC)
with the USMC MAGs), without sea rotations, the
need for the job being active duty was lost.

Times, They Are a Changin’
by

Capt J. P. Norton
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     The solution being implemented was to make
the HM-8406 (Aviation Medical Technician) the
primary NEC and HM-8409 a secondary.  This
provides answers to several different
challenges, the HM-8406 community has sea
billets and is currently short on fills, the HM-8409
community will need sea opportunities to survive
(though it also currently short on manning), the
short term fix, will have some HM-8409s going
to sea, and recode all of the current HM-8409
billets to HM 8406/8409 billets.  There will also
be a reduction in the number of HM-8409 billets
at the ASTC (to match current manning levels)
so on paper the HM-8409 community will be ‘full
up’ (100% manned) and not require SRBs to
hold sailors in the specialty, those billets
reduced at the ASTC will not be lost but rather
recoded to AW, AME, or PR billets as needed at
the ASTC.
     Long term, the pipeline for HM-8409s will be
something like: Recruit Training Center Great
Lakes, strike for Corpsman rating and go off to
the combined Corpsman/Medic school (San
Antonio Texas), complete a tour as HM-0000,
select HM-8406 school (NAMI in Pensacola),
complete operational tour, select ASTC shore
billet (pass required  screening) and receive HM-
8409 baseline training en route to the ASTC,
complete training at ASTC and be
recommended for HM-8409 NEC, complete
successful tour at ASTC (earn Master Training
Specialist) and continue as an HM-8409 by filling
an AMSC tour with the Marines (or fill a HM-8406
billet in the fleet), following this tour return as a
Chief to either an ASTC (LCPO of the unit) or as
an AMSC at a Navy billet.
     Long range, the NAPP will benefit from
having fleet savvy instructors as the HM-8409s
assigned, arriving as second or first class petty
officers, and returning if so desired, as either
senior first class petty officers or as Chiefs.  The
short term, is the disruption of a few paradigms
in the security of a shore based career/NEC
within the Navy. Current manning levels at the
ASTC will be maintained during the transition,
that is the goal, sometimes the ASTCs will be
overmanned during the transition, sometimes,
they will be short.
     If the plan is put into place as currently
anticipated, the baseline manning for an ASTC
would be a Director (LCDR Aerospace
Physiologist), an Intern (LT/LTJG Aerospace

Important points:
The proposed manning is a working model and
the evolution to this goal over 4 years will allow
for some modifications as events dictate.  The
change in HM-8409 from a closed loop shore
based NEC to a secondary NEC following sea/
operational experience is a done deal, this was
necessitated by changes in how the Navy does
business using the ‘Human Capital Strategy’
model.  The transition of divers, and manning
will be done on a rationed basis, not all billets
converted at a single site at once, but a billet
here and there as current sailors roll out and
divers are needed (if you know a former Navy
diver looking for a great job opportunity….  )
     This is a major change for those currently in
the HM-8409 community, many sailors will be
looking towards a sea/operational tour
(unplanned) over the next couple of years.  Our
job as leaders will be to shepherd this transition
and ensure that the high quality training we
currently provide to the fleet continues and the
transition is transparent to the fleet.  Ultimately,
when complete, our service to the fleet will be
enhanced, we will have quality fleet savvy
professionals delivering relevant mission
enhancing/life saving information to aircrew and
aviators from 8 fully staffed and manned ASTCs.

SME program Update.
The SME program is going to align itself with
OPNAVINST 3710.7U (draft version under
review) Appendix E Adjunctive Training.  These
are topics either required annually or
recommended (either annually or pre-
deployment) that would benefit from having a
current up-to-date presentation and information
for use by others within the community.
     The proposed update was reviewed at a
3710.7 pre-conference, and a recent working
group, and is expected to accepted next March
at the tentatively planned OPNAVINST 3710.7
Review Conference.  The current version

Physiologist), 1 HMC-8406/8409,  3 HM1-8406/
8409s, 4 HM2-8406/8409s, 1 PR1, 1 PR3, 1
AME3, 1 AW2, 5 civilian Diver/Instructors, and 2
civilian maintainers. Total staffing baseline of 20
personnel  (2 officers, 11 enlisted, and 7
civilians).  This is the target baseline, manning
would actually be increased and be altered
dependent on workload and training
requirements.
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already has Adjunctive training topics listed, the
update will have topics as indicated below, and
included here is a listing of our current SME
(and notes for openings for topic SMEs).

Level A – Required Annual training.
1. Emergency Egress           Team Lead - open

Ejection            LCDR Becky Bates
Survival parachute LT Tim Ringo

2. Sensory Problems              LCDR Rich Folga
3. Laser/LEP LT Leslie Kindling
4. Hypoxia Awareness           Open
    (class 1 aircraft)

Level B – Recommended Annual Mission
Training
1. Night Vision/NVD LT Leslie Kindling
2. CBRND LT Amber Biles
3. Hypoxia Awareness Open
    (other than class 1 aircraft)

Level C – Recommended Deployment Work-
up training
1. Circadian rhythms  Open
2. Sustained Operations  Open
3. Survival/Combat First Aid  Open
4. Land Survival  Team Lead - open
      Cold Weather Survival  LT Jim Balcius
      Hot Weather Survival        LT Sean McCarthy
5. Water Survival  Open
6. Military Laser threat briefs  MAWTS
7. Military communication       Team Lead - open
    devices/Survival Radios:
    PRC-149/URT-140             LT Rob Higgins
    PRC-112 LT Corey Littel
    CSEL Radio Operations LTRussLinderman

Level D – recommended Annual Safety
Briefs
1. Human Performance       Team Lead - open
   Enhancement
       -Human Factors         LCDR Dan Patterson
2. Situational Awareness     Open
3. Fitness Enhancement     Open
4. Nutrition, diet, &               LT Jon Champine
   OTC supplements
5. Simulator/Motion sickness LT Jake Morarend
6. GTIP          LCDR Lenny Milligan
7. Noise and vibration          Open
8. Aircraft/survival vest/raft  Open
   1st aid kits
9. Aviation physiology          Team Lead - open
      Hyperbaric/DCS             LCDR J.P. Wilcox

     For those previously assigned as topic SMEs
for topics not listed above, you support is greatly
appreciated and a sincere thanks forwarded to
you for your participation.  Some topics will
continue to be covered, and the obvious ‘go to’
officers will be readily acknowledged (just call
here or NSTI if need direction for the POC, (e.g.,
for NASTP training devices the go to team is
LCDR Prevost at NSTI (leading the QA&R
element), CDR Joe Essex at PMA-205 (leading
the funding side of training devices), and CDR
Jeff Andrews at NAWC-TSD Orlando (leading
the purchase and support side of the training
devices); for anthropometric issues, contact LT
Jim Hunt at Schools Command, or LCDR
Dwayne Lindsey at CNATRA (they both have the
anthro side under their responsibilities)).
     LCDR Folga will be coordinating the
website, we have had volunteers for several of
the open positions already and in recognition of
an individual’s expertise, experience, or billet
assignment, fellow officers will be either
recommended to the NAPP Program Manager
or volunteer to become the NAPP SME in
specific topic areas.  I will be also contacting
some recognized field experts for you to take
the lead.

SME information as noted in a previous
SUSNAP:
The SME assignment is not ‘forever’, as you
change assignments & PCS throughout your
career, you may become the SME for an entirely
different subject area but you may also carry
your assigned topic with you for several years.
You can serve as member on any number of
Subject Matter Expert Teams or even be the
Team Leader on more than one topic.  A former
Team Leader would usually continue to serve on
the Subject Team for some time following their
relief.
     When assigned as a SME, you will receive a
letter via your commanding officer outlining
some of the expectations as listed below.  The
assignment letter states “As a NAPP SME, you
and your team become a source of expertise
and have the following responsibilities:

            1) Submit nominations of additional team
members to BUMED (Aerospace Medicine).
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     The SME is the ‘go to’ person for our program
on their selected topic, they are our POC and
provider of information updates.  For currently
posted examples of well developed SME web-
topics please check out the topics like “Fatigue”
and “Nutrition & Over the Counter Medications”
on the NAPP SME website:https://
nmo.med.navy.mil/NASTPSME/

As a SME you are tasked with developing
(or updating) Power Point presentations
(including Notes Page) which can be
forwarded to the Naval Survival Training
Institute’s HPTT Directorate (current POC is
LCDR Rich Ivan Folga) who will then post it
along with your contact information on the
website.  Sending critical or timely information to
the NAPP Program Manager (me) for 1836 or All
Aerospace Physiologist distribution is also
encouraged when deemed necessary.
Providing update articles to the SUSNAP Journal
on your topic area (short abstracts or longer
discussions are accepted) should be done
regularly (short note updates at least every other
issue!).
     The SME Program is a valuable tool in our
kit; it once again puts us ahead as leaders and
innovators in Navy Medicine - we all must
actively take part and make it work.  For my
part, I do plan on re-invigorating the SME
program and actively monitor (issuing new
assignment letters, encouraging active
participation, and even replacing SME Team
Leaders when activity by them ceases to move
forward (anytime a SME is replaced, a letter will
be sent via their Commanding Officer, some in
the form of letters of appreciation, others will be
in the form of a generic announcement)).

A successful SME Team approach involving
all Aerospace Physiologists is what I believe
is a critical element to the continued
success of the Naval Aerospace Physiology
Program.  Helping each other do their best,
helps ourselves as a program!
Final Notes.
Last week (December  7th) I presented the
Focused Review on Aerospace Physiology, the
update is required every three years by the MSC
leadership (the meeting chaired this time by
RDML Brannman, our MSC leader).  Bottomline,
we are in great standing, and looking good,
NAPP is truly a leader in the MSC community.
Many thanks are owed to the NAPP officers
before us who started such things as the
NAP3C, the Preceptorship Program, the
formalized awards program, the career
progression charts, etc .  These elements of
program organization along with the caring for
our own, makes a difference in our daily
operations and how we are perceived by the
MSC community.  We are currently 100%
manned, retention rates are better than big
MSC, and our promotion rates are either at or
better than those for big MSC.  Our issues are
real, but being addressed, and our lines of
communication are open.  The board was
impressed and gave us ‘march on orders’.  If
interested, the Power Point Presentation is
available and can be sent to you, and if I can
figure out how, I will also post on the NKO
Aerospace Physiology website. Thank You to all
- those currently on active duty, and those
Aerospace Physiologists before us (#285 is
currently in training), we have done well!

To close

Holiday Greetings from BUMED
Have a great Christmas Holiday Season (and
short winter) and take care of each other!

Capt Jim Norton, MSC USN
Aerospace Phyisology Program

Manager & Specialty Leader
DSN: 762-3465

jpnorton@us.med.navy.mil

            2)  Maintain current and accurate
information on the assigned subject, to include
resource material and internet resources posted
with your SME listing on the Navy Medicine
Online (NMO) Aerospace Physiology (NASTP)
SME  website.
            3)  Become thoroughly familiar with all
applicable instructions and regulations pertaining
to the topic and flight operations.

4) Create/update aeromedical briefs,
Performance Enhancing Programs (PEP),
Lesson Topic Guides (LTG) for submission to
the Naval Aerospace Physiology Program
Model Manager for posting on NMO.
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Hoo Yah! Navy Diver
by

LT Heath Clifford

     The great thing about being an Intern at an
ASTC is the continual opportunity to learn and
master new things in the process of getting the
“check in the box” towards internship
completion.  As I began my Internship at MCAS
Cherry Point I realized that rushing to become
JQR qualified in as many topics/positions as
possible, as soon as possible, had many
benefits not only to me, but for the entire ASTC
as well.  Working at one of the smaller ASTCs, I
quickly learned that every single person and the
diversity of their qualifications made a difference.
If one or two people were SIQ or on leave at the
same time it could dramatically affected training
for that day.  The bottom line….manning was
tight and we needed the efforts of everyone just
to complete training.
     Having just lost our 2nd Class Diver to
Bahrain (MM2 Hilliman) and expecting the
retirement of our 1st Class Diver (BMC Charles)
over the summer (and no promises for
replacements),  we were looking at critical
manning levels that could stop training if one of
the three civilian divers needed to take leave,
became sick or med. down for any reason.  To
combat this problem in the past, we had sent a
couple of our corpsman to the Naval Diving and
Salvage Training Center (NDSTC), Panama
City, FL to become SCUBA divers to help our
numbers.  Unfortunately, one of the two had
already rotated duty stations and was currently
serving in Iraq.  So, with four divers on board
(and needing a minimum of three divers for
dunker operations and no immediate hope for
replacing our two open diver billets), I was ready,
willing and able (at least I thought) to help the
ASTC “do more with less” and at the same time
broaden my educational horizons.

     In the early morning on 14 APR 05 class 05-
40-SC mustered up with 24 eager soles; an
even mix between Coast Guard and Navy at 12
each.  Before  0900 we had 3 DORs  and added
2 more by the end of the fist day.  To say that the
class was physically challenging was an
understatement.  I think I stopped counting  4
count push-ups at 485 that day and I now know
that my personal limit of continuous 8 count
body-builder’s lies somewhere around 112-115
(things went dark, I don’t remember much, kind
of like the hypoxia demo).  In all seriousness, the
course exceeded my expectations.  Each day
began at 0500 with a quick trip to the galley
followed by formation in PT lines by 0530.  PT
lasted until 0730 with time for a quick shower
(definitely needed) and class evolutions
beginning at 0800.   Academics lasted until chow
and the afternoons were reserved for in-water
proficiencies.  All in all, the first full week held 2
Academic tests:  Diving Fundamentals (Diving
physics and Injuries) and SCUBA Operations.
These tests’ along with many hours of pool
workups prepared us for the dreaded “pool
week.”  AKA: “Hell week,” “Hits,” “Underwater
beatings” …basically underwater comfort 101
and trouble shooting/problem solving skills.  By
the end of “pool week” and the 2nd full week of
school, the DOR list was complete and only

     The SCUBA Diver Course at NDSTC is a 25
day course which provides basic instruction in
the operational use and maintenance of open
circuit scuba equipment, diving physics,
identifying diving injuries and recognizing
underwater work projects, hull inspections and
qualification dives.  The course qualifies the
trainee to a depth of 130 feet. A roster spot can
only be obtain after a thorough (even worse for
those of us over 35 years old) medical
screening by a Diving Medical Officer (DMO).  If
you thought the long form of the flight physical
was meticulous, wait to you see this one.  I also
highly recommend a DMO with small hands.
Thank you LT Turner….but I digress!  Finally,
after you pass the Diver’s version of the PRT
test (swim 500 yards:  side or breast stroke,
push-ups, sit-ups, pull-ups, run) you will need an
interview and endorsement (blessing) from a
Master Driver  and then your good to go.
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     To sum it up, this was an invaluable intern
experience that I would recommend for any
intern that has the desire and comfort level
underwater in close spaces.  With an attrition
rate of 71%, SCUBA school is not for the faint-
hearted.  The instructors are tough but fair (they
pick on everyone …especially LTjgs) in an
attempt to “weed out” those individuals that are
unsafe to themselves and the ones diving with
them.  I learned all too quickly that you truly are
your brother’s keeper and your very life depends
on the diver next to you.  That pretty much
explains the brotherhood of the US Navy Divers.
Hoo-Yah!!!   Also, if you plan on diving for dunker
operations at the ASTC, the SCUBA course is
not enough. You will need to successfully
complete the additional MK-20 MOD 0 diving
mask approved follow on course at NDSTC.

seven remaining students survived; 4 Navy , 3
Coasties.   After “pool week” ended and with the
beginning of the 3rd week, the class atmosphere
had changed from educational training to
operational training.  Don’t get me wrong here,
the PT was still pretty intense but the fun began.
With carrying such a small class over from “pool
week” we were able to dive twice a day for the
remainder of the course.  Our diving projects
included: day and night hull inspections and pier
inspections, recovery, buoy inspections, along
with many different Gulf Coast wreck dives for
depth qualification.

LT Clifford taking a “Hard Hit”
from BM1 Pederson.  Not to
worry, he lived.

     This school gave me a deeper understanding
of atmospheric physics and injuries (AGE,
POIS, etc.) and gave me insight to the
operational aspect of the ASTC dive locker.  But
more importantly for ASTC Cherry Point, this
opportunity added a diver/dive supervisor as an
additional resource to improve their critical
manning levels.  I will cherish the opportunity
and would like to thank those that made it
possible for me to attend.  A special thanks to
HM1 Lessner for his efforts, time and gouge to
prepare me for the mental and physical
“beatings.”  If you are interested or planning to
attend SCUBA School at NDSTC, please give
me a call so I can give you the gouge.  As I found
out, it will definitely help.

LT Heath Clifford
ASTC Cherry Point

DSN: 582-4947
hmclifford@nhcp.med.navy.mil
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     I suffered a mild heart attack last July.  No it
wasn’t high stress or settling into a docile
lifestyle.  It was cholesterol forming arterial
plaque in three of my coronary arteries over a
20-year period.  Cardiac Catheterization
revealed 3 arteries were occluded from 70 to 90
percent.  All three were cleared and a stint was
placed in the larger vessel.

     I’m writing this article to share my lesson
learned to those who may share a similar
medical history.  My advise to you is this:

1.  Leave your ego behind because IT
CAN HAPPEN TO YOU!

2.  If you have a family history of high
cholesterol or coronary heart disease ensure

     High cholesterol runs in my family, especially
the men, but I wasn’t suffering any typical signs
of cardiovascular problems.  My overall
cholesterol rose above the magic 200 level at
age 33 and very gradually increased over the
next 20 years reaching a high of 238.  The flight
surgeons stressed exercise and low fat diet,
which I subscribed to religiously, but with a low
blood pressure (118/68) and normal ECG no
drug intervention was prescribed.
     So, why am I writing this article?  To gain
sympathy or talk bad about the flight surgeons
that performed my annual flight physicals -
NONE OF THE ABOVE.

Coronary Artery
Occulsion Example

you have a full lipid panel draw at your next
annual physical.  A true serum cholesterol level
(SCL) is a fasting test.

3.  If or when your SCL reaches 200 or
above pick up a copy of a low fat/low cholesterol
diet and even the “Low Fat and Low Cholesterol”
cookbook published by the American Heart
Association.   You might want to source several
version of the diet, since professional opinions
run high in this area.  Start your diet and stay
with it - YOUR HEALTH DEPENDS ON IT!

4.  If you are one who desires to take a
pill for anything and everything, then I
recommend fish oil available at any health food
store, exchanges and even Wal Mart.

5.  Once steps 3 and 4 are well on their
way (greater than 3 months) have your SCL
tested again.  If you are 35 and your SCL is at or
above 200, then consult your flight surgeon and
demand drug intervention.  I DIDN’T, AND IT
COST ME A HEART ATTACK!

6.  Always maintain a very active
exercise program.  Some foods enhance the
function of HDL, but the only real source to
increase your HDL is EXERCISE.  This doesn’t
mean you have to run a marathon twice a year.
A steady aerobic exercise period of 30 minutes a
day for at least three times a week is sufficient.
To maximize your HDL levels, stay with a steady
weekly routine fives times per week.  A brisk
walk for 20 to 30 minutes is an excellent means
of exercise.
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     I am not trying to do too much each day, but
rather pacing the schedule a little more than I
use to in the past.  I do not get excited as much
as I have in the past, I realize this may be very
hard for some of you to believe, but I’m taking
things in stride and enjoying the humor in life a
little more these days.  Keeping up with the
grandson also helps keep life in perspective.
     I work for an excellent company - Anteon
Corporation.  I’m a contractor working at
COMNAVAIRLANT in support of the flight
simulators and monitoring the Air Combat
Training Continuum for FRS and Fleet Training
and Readiness curriculum requirements.
     I do miss the community - Jimbo has added
me to the 1836 distribution, so I receive
community news.  I read the SUSNAP Journal
and I am continuously impressed with the work
all of you are involved with and have
accomplished - keep it up, it makes us all very
pride to be a part of a community that has and
will continue to build a solid professional
reputation within the Navy Medical Department
and Naval Aviation.

Semper Fi, and may God Bless!

     There is quality of life after a heart attack.  I
had some damage to my cardiac muscle, but
with the blood thinners, beta-blocker, and blood
pressure medicines and my weekly exercise
program I am doing just fine.  My cardiologist is
very optimistic with my progress so far.  After
two months on the diet and Zocor, my SCL was
reduced from 258 to 112, but the HDL level is
lower than he or I would like (currently at 38 and
he wants it at 45).  The generally accepted
numbers for “at risk” folks are LDL <100 and
HDL >40.

7.  Have your SCL check at least
annually, and have a liver function test (which
the flight surgeon should require) to ensure the
cholesterol medicine is not adversely affecting
your other liver functions.

Jeff Clark, CDR USN(ret)
Anteon Coorporation

DSN: 564-7584
jeffery.l.clark@navy.mil

FY

FY 06 Class “A”
Mishap Summary

14 OCT 05
F/A-18C  VFA-106

CRASHED INTO SEA DURING
DAY TRAINING FLIGHT

KEY WEST, FL
PILOT EJECTED OK

31 OCT 05
T-45C  VT-22

CRASHED DURING
DAY TRAINING FLIGHT

KEY WEST, FL
PILOT EJECTED OK

6 DEC 05
A/V-8B  VMAT-302

CRASHED INTO WATER
ON DAY BFM SORTIE
ST AUGUSTINE, FL

PILOT EJECTED OK

13 DEC 05
SH-60B  HSL-48

CRASHED INTO WATER
FOLLOWING TAKEOFF

FFG 45 / EASTERN PACIFIC
ALL 3 LOST AT SEA
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     I have often been asked “hey Jumpin, what
exactly do you do at Naval Air Systems Com-
mand (NAVAIR)?  It has something to do with
buying stuff / acquisition, right?”  In short, the
answer is yes.  But as LT Scheeler requested
articles for the journal, and three sentences do
not really meet his criteria, I will go into a little
more detail.
     I am assigned to Program Management
Activity 205 (PMA 205).  PMA 205, a subordinate
command of NAVAIR, is responsible for the
acquisition management and lifecycle support of
training systems, including support of the training
facilities that provide the training.  PMA-205
supports over 50 fleet programs, ranging from
aircraft and weapons simulators to our Night
Imaging and Threat Evaluation (NITE Lab)
Terrain Boards and Naval Aviation Survival
Training Program (NASTP) training devices.  The
billet I fill at PMA-205 is the Assistant Program
Manager, Training Systems (APM TS), for the
NASTP and the NITE Lab programs.  My respon-
sibilities include:

1.  Ensuring appropriate execution of
current year funding

2.  Ensuring out year budgets will satisfy
our planned requirements

3.  Anticipate future program needs and
establish funding lines to support them

4.  Secure funding to cover emerging or
emergent needs

5.  Provide program management over-
sight for both programs.

     I work closely with CAPT Norton, CAPT
Plombon and members of the Naval Aerospace
Physiology Program Planning Committee
(NAP3C) and Trainer Management Team (TMT)
to establish requirements for the NASTP. I also
work with LT Kindling and CO, Marine Aviation
and Weapons Tactics Squadron -1 (MAWTS-1)
to establish NITE Lab requirements.  I then work
the acquisition planning cycle (and do the neces-
sary coordination) to turn these requirements
into budget requests for OPNAV endorsement
and CNO approval.

     For those who are unfamiliar with the budget
process, I recommend you take a class on the
Planning, Programming, Budgeting and Execu-
tion (PPBE) system such as Acquisition-101 from
Defense Acquisition University.  For the purpose
of this article, consider that we work in a zero
sum game (the CO receives a fixed amount of
money each year), which requires a balancing
act to ensure that each of the 50+ programs at
PMA-205 has the resources needed to meet fleet
training requirements.  As the PPBE process is
constantly in motion, it seems that I am regularly
defending my programs from budget cuts, or
searching for more money outside of the com-
mand to fix something.   Although it can get
frustrating at times (another data call?) it is really
interesting to see how our program fits into the
big picture of Navy training.
     I have had the opportunity to participate in two
briefings for N-78, and can confirm that what we
hear at our annual FAILSAFE meeting is true…if
a program is not aligned with CNO’s goals and
SEAPOWER 21, it is nearly impossible to with-
stand the scrutiny of a POM cycle review.  And it
is naïve to think that just because NATOPS
chapter eight exists, we are sheltered from
scrutiny.  In fact, every program can point to an
instruction or directive and make a justifiable
claim for increased funding.  This is another
reason why proactive AMSO participation in
safety investigations is very important.  Although
they are not in and of themselves requirements
documents, I have been able to use several well
written hazard reports, safety messages and
endorsements to support supplemental funding
requests.
     One of the more interesting elements of my
job is the work I get to do with Science and
Technology development.  Through a NAVAIR
program titled Small Business and Innovative
Research (SBIR), programs can compete for
funding to finance basic research to address
specific warfighter needs.  The SBIR process
has three phases:

Phase 1- Conduct basic research
Phase 2- Develop and evaluate prototype

systems

PMA-205 Update
by

CDR Joe Essex

SUSNAP
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Phase 3- Proven systems are commer-
cialized, manufactured and fielded From start to
finish, it is possible to deliver a new capability to
the Fleet in as little as 36 months.  Both the
NASTP and NITE Lab programs have realized
great success utilizing the SBIR program to
develop solutions to critical training issues.
Over the last three years, three of our proposals
have been accepted for funding:  the Spatial
Awareness Training System (SPATS), the
deployable Night Vision Training System, and the
Advanced Weather Technology Training System
for Night Vision Training (a replacement for the
weather window).  SPATS is nearing completion
of Phase 2, with a prototype system and soft-
ware evaluated at NSTI during October’05.  The
deployable NITE Lab Training system has just
entered Phase 2, with a prototype due for deliv-
ery to MAWTS-1 in Feb’06.  The Advanced
Weather Technology Training System has just
completed Phase 1, and has been approved for
continuation into a Phase 1 option (additional
research period) and initiation of Phase 2.
     Aside from working SBIR programs, I have
participated in other opportunities in the Science
and Technology arena while at PMA-205.  I have
worked with both NSTI and NAMRL on develop-
ing and incorporating the Reduced Oxygen
Breathing Device (ROBD).  My role at NAVAIR
was to locate a customer base (marketing to the
different aircraft platforms, setting up tech demos
and providing briefs to System Safety Working
Groups) along with funding to support acquisition
of the ROBD.  In what was truly a team effort,
combining the RDT&E, Acquisition and Training
communities (including CAPT Murdoch, CAPT
Plombon, LT Artino and the NSTI mobile training
team to name a few) this transformational tech-
nology program is being fielded at several
ASTC’s this winter, with full implementation
expected by the end of FY’06.
     Finally, my duties as APM TS include interac-
tion with the engineering, logistics support,
instructional design and contract management
staffs at the NAVAIR Orlando office.  In this
capacity, I work closely with CDR Andrews and
members of the NAP3C and TMT, coordinating
or supporting device procurement (such as
METS), device modifications (such as POST and
Parachute VRT), device disposal, and determi-
nation of Device Training Effectiveness (do the
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CDR Loe “Jumpin” Essex
PMA-205

DSN: 757-8110
joseph.essex@navy.mil
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METS and CFET satisfy curriculum require-
ments and support fleet operational needs).
     I hope this helps shed some light on what the
PMA-205 billet is about.  It is truly a great billet,
which combines the knowledge and experience
gained from the survival training side of the
NAPP with the operational and fleet support
experience gained from the  AMSO side of the
NAPP.



BY-LAWS OF THE

SOCIETY OF U.S. NAVAL AEROSPACE PHYSIOLOGISTS

Article I.

Name

The name of this Society shall be the Society of U. S. Naval Aerospace Physiologists.

Article II.

Object

1.  The object of this Society shall be to advance the science, art, and practice of Aerospace Physiology and its
application to Naval Aviation and the mission of the U.S. Navy; to foster professional development of its members and
enhance the practice of Aerospace Physiology within the Navy; to strengthen professional and fraternal ties; and to
optimize solidarity and the professional standing of U.S. Naval Aerospace Physiologists.

Article III.

Membership

1.  The membership of the Society will consist of those U.S. Navy Medical Service Corps officers who have been
designated U.S. Naval Aerospace Physiologists, and all others who shall meet the qualifications of various types of
membership as set forth in the By-laws of the Society.

2.  General membership in the Society shall be open to all designated U.S. Naval Aerospace Physiologists:

     a.  Who are currently on active duty with the U.S. Navy.

     b.  Who have served at least 2 years of active duty with the U.S. Navy as Aerospace Physiologists, and were
separated under honorable conditions, or

     c.  Who are members of the U.S. Naval Reserve in a selected or inactive status.

3.  Charter members shall be those members joining the Society prior to 01 July 2000.

4.  Members have the right to seek and hold office in the Society; to nominate and vote for officers; to initiate and vote
on constitutional amendments and changes to the By-laws; and have such other rights and privileges as are set forth in
the By-laws of the Society.  Members have the obligation of service to and financial support of the Society.

5.  Membership shall be of the following classes:

a.  Members.  Those individuals meeting the above qualifications, but not eligible for Emeritus status (as defined
below) shall be considered members of the Society upon application for membership and payment of the first year’s
dues.

b.  Emeritus Members.  Those individuals meeting all requirements of membership, and who have retired from active or
reserve service by reason of age, length of service, or physical disability.  Members will automatically become Emeritus
members upon the effective date of such retirement.  Emeritus members hold full membership rights and responsibilities.
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The following bylaws were approved by a unanimous vote of
the SUSNAP membership.  The changes are highlighted in red.



c.  Honorary Members.  The Board of Governors may, by a two-thirds majority, elect to provide Honorary Member
status any individual who has given noteworthy support to Naval Aerospace Physiology and its related fields.  This
membership is considered perpetual (lifetime) and free of dues, but does not allow the member the right to hold office or
vote on Society issues.

    d.  Auxiliary Members.  The husbands and wives of members and Emeritus members are considered auxiliary members.
Membership is free of dues and remains in effect for the duration of the spouse’s membership.  This level of membership
does not allow for the holding of office or voting on Society issues.

e.  Newsletter Only:  These individuals are not members but are merely subscribers to the Society journal or
newsletter.

Article IV.

Officers

 1.  General.  The officers of the Society shall consist of a President, Vice-President, Secretary/Treasurer, and a Historian,
Emeritus member, and 2 Members-at-Large.  Collectively, the officers shall constitute the Board of Governors.  The Board
of Governors shall be elected from members and Emeritus members of the Society, subject to the limitations contained in
Article II.  The Past President may participate in Board of Governors activities, but are not considered voting members of
the Board.

    a.  Election shall be by written ballot mailed (or e-mailed)  to the members and Emeritus Members prior to the annual
membership meeting.  The incumbent President is responsible for the tallying of votes and reporting the results.

    b.  The Presidency shall be transferred from the standing President to the Vice President during the annual meeting,
and other offices shall be transferred as soon as practical following the conclusion of the annual meeting.  Newly elected
officers shall be responsible for the conduct of the affairs of the Society for the next succeeding year, and for the
planning and conduct of the next annual membership meeting.

2.  Officers

a.  President.  The Vice President shall succeed to the office of President the year following his election as Vice
President.  The President shall direct the activities of the Society and preside over the annual membership meeting.  He/
she shall appoint all committees on advice from the Board except the nominating committee, and shall be an ex-officio
member of all committees, including the nominating committee.  His/her term of office shall be 1 year. An individual may
not serve more than 2 consecutive terms in this position. The immediate past President may be retained as a consultative
(non-voting) member of the Board, at the discretion of the President.

b.  Vice-President.  The Vice-President shall assist the President in directing the activities of the Society.  He/she
shall act as President in the event of that officer’s absence or temporary disability.  If the President becomes permanently
unable to discharge the duties of his/her office, as determined by a two-thirds majority of the Board of Governors, the
Vice-President shall immediately succeed to the Office of President, serving as President for the remainder of the
unexpired term of the predecessor.  A President, who succeeded to the Office due to the disability of the preceding
President, will discharge all powers of the Office of President.  The term of Office of the Vice-President will be 1 year.  An
individual may not serve more than 2 consecutive terms in this office.

c.  Secretary/Treasurer.  The Secretary/Treasurer shall be responsible for the minutes of the annual meeting, the
meetings of the Board of Governors and, all other general correspondence of the Society and the Board of Governors.
The Secretary/Treasurer term will be 2 years.  The Secretary/Treasurer may be re-elected to succeed in office for up to 2
terms (4 years total). The Secretary/Treasurer shall be responsible for the receipt, disbursement, and accounting of the
Society’s funds.  A financial report for the preceding year will be prepared and presented at the annual membership
meeting.

d.  Historian.  The Historian shall be responsible for the investigation, updating, archiving and chronological
documentation of the Aerospace Physiology community history.  Specific emphasis will be put on efforts and
contributions provided during heightened operational readiness. The Historian term will be 1 year.  The Historian may be
re-elected to succeed in office for up to 2 terms (3 years total).
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e.  Emeritus Member.  The Emeritus member shall be responsible for representing the Emeritus community in Board of
Governor and Society activities. The Emeritus member will be elected for a 1-year term.  There is no limit to the number of
consecutive terms that the Emeritus Member may serve.

f.  Member-at-Large of the Board of Governors.  Two members will be elected to the Office of Member-at-Large of the
Board of Governors. Term of Office for Members-at-Large is 2 years. Article V.

Meetings

1.  A general membership meeting shall be held annually.  The President, with concurrence of a majority of the Board,
may defer or postpone a meeting for just cause such as a National Emergency.  A Quorum at a general membership
meeting shall be 25% of the membership in good standing.

Article VI.

Board of Governors

1.  General.  The interim governing body of the society shall be a Board of Governors which shall consist of 7 voting
members as described in Article III.  The immediate past President and President Elect may be retained as consultative
(non-voting) members, at the discretion of the President.

2.  Duties and Powers.  The Board of Governors shall be empowered to transact all business whatsoever in the name of
the Society between general membership meetings, as provided in Article V of the Constitution, except that the Board
cannot increase dues or levy assessments.

3.  Meetings.  The Board of Governors shall meet at least once in each calendar year.  Special meetings of the Board may
be called by the President, who shall function as the Chairman of the Board, or by written request of at least 4 members
of the Board.  All meetings shall be conducted following standard Parliamentary Procedures.

a.  Four of the Board members shall constitute a quorum. Board members may appoint proxies to act and vote in their
behalf, and these shall be counted in determining a quorum.

b.  The President shall communicate in writing (or e-mail) with all members of the Board within 90 days of a previous
meeting of the Board, and within 90 days of any previous written communication, submitting for approval any business
of the Society requiring approval of the Board.

c.  The President in any communication with the Board members shall forward formal motions submitted in writing by
any Board member to the President for approval.

d.  The letter from the President, combined with the written replies of the members, shall be considered to constitute a
meeting of the Board.

e.  The Chairman may request approval of specific proposals by Board members by electronic means (various internet
methodologies).

f.  In the event that the President is unable to function as Chairman at a Board meeting, the Vice-President, Secretary/
Treasurer, or Historian shall assume the Chairmanship, in that order.

4.  Reports.  The Secretary/Treasurer, or in the Secretary/Treasurer’s absence, any Officer appointed by the President,
shall prepare minutes of all Board meetings, which shall be distributed to all members of the Board.  A summary of these
minutes shall be prepared by the Secretary covering the period between general membership meetings, and be read by
the Secretary at the next meeting.

Article VII.

Committees

1.  There may be standing committees or ad hoc committees.
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      a.  The President of the Board, may establish such committees as are deemed appropriate, appoint a chairman,
identify members for such committees, and establish rules and guidelines for such committees.

b.  The President will be an ex-officio member of all committees.

c.  The special conditions relating to the Nominating Committee membership are set forth in Article VIII.

Article VIII.

Nominations and Elections

1.  Nominating Committee.  The Nominating Committee shall consist of the President of the Society, and 2 members of
the Board of Governors.

a.  Membership on the Nominating Committee shall be for 1 year.

b.  Members of the Nominating Committee may themselves be nominated by the Committee for election to an office
within the Society; however, prior to being placed on the ballot, such a nominee must be approved by a simple majority
of the Board of Governors.

2.  Nomination.  The Nominating Committee shall select at least 2 but no more than 3 nominees for each office to be filled
at the next election (if available), taking into consideration the length of terms for current Members-at-Large of the
Board, and any requirements specified in Article IV. Nominated individuals must verify their willingness to serve in office
prior to finalization of the ballot.  Individuals may be elected to only 1 office.

c.  Procedures

(1)  Prior to the next scheduled annual membership meeting, the Nominating Committee will submit to the Secretary/
Treasurer the names of nominees for the various offices to be filled.

(2)  The Secretary/Treasurer shall ensure that the nominees are members/Emeritus members of the Society in good
standing, and that the Board of Governors has approved any nominee who is also a member of the Nominating
Committee.

 (3)  The Secretary/Treasurer shall prepare a ballot listing the names of nominees, as well as space for write-in vote’s
equivalent to the number of officers to be elected, and shall mail such ballot to all members prior to the annual
membership meeting.

3.  Election.  Ballots shall be returned to the Secretary/Treasurer by mail (or e-mail) or by hand prior to a time announced
by the President and/or on the ballot.    Prior to the announced close of voting, a member may request the return of a
previously submitted ballot, so that a substitute new ballot may be submitted.  Following the close of voting, the
Nominating Committee shall count the ballots and certify the results to the President who shall announce them as soon
as possible.

4.  Criteria for Election

a.  The incumbent President shall vote only in the event of a tie for any office.

 b.  The nominee with the greatest number of votes for each office is considered the elected officer.  Whenever more
than 1 officer is being elected to Member-at-Large status, those receiving the highest number of votes will be
considered elected in sequence to the number of vacating offices.

Article IX.

Dues

1.  Annual membership dues, for all dues-paying classification of members, is $10.00.  Lifetime membership is $200.00 for
Members, and $100.00 for Emeritus Members.  Dues, once paid, are non-refundable.  Back dues to cover periods of non-
membership shall not be required.

2.  Changes to dues, and special assessments, may be levied and be effective immediately by simple majority vote of all
members casting a mail ballot or a majority of voting members voting at the annual meeting where a quorum is present.
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3.  Annual dues are due by the close of the annual business meeting. Members who fall more than 1 year in arrears in
dues will be suspended from the Society.

Article X.

Finances

1.  Funds shall consist of annual dues and assessments as determined by the Society, other fees received by the Society,
and such income as may be derived from interest, donations, and other sources.

2.  The fiscal year shall begin on the first day of the calendar year.

Article XI.

Conduct of Meetings

1.  In all matters not covered by these By-laws, the provisions of Robert’s Rules of Order shall apply.

Article XII.

Amendments

1.  Proposed amendments to the By-laws require the endorsement of 10 or more members, or two-thirds majority of the
Board of Governors.

2.  All proposed amendments then will be submitted to the general membership of the Society for ratification.  Ordinarily,
the business of ratification will take place at the annual meeting; however, a mail (or e-mail) vote may be taken on urgent
issues, with the approval of a majority of the Board of Governors.
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SUSNAP Registration Form
Date: _______

Name: __________________________________________________________________

Rank:____________________       Call Sign:___________________________________

Membership Type:

___ Annual Regular (Active Duty, Reserve, RAD)

___ Annual Emeritus (Retired)

___ Lifetime Regular

___ Lifetime Emeritus

Mailing Address: (Please circle Work or Home)

________________________________________________________________________ (Street)

________________________________________________________________________
(City, State and Zip Code)

Email: __________________________________________________________________

Phone: (Work commercial) __________________ (Work DSN) ____________________

            (Home or Cell) _______________________

Payment: Please make checks payable to SUSNAP

Annual Regular ($10.00)          ______________
Annual Emeritus ($10.00)        ______________
Lifetime Regular ($200.00)      ______________
Lifetime Emeritus ($100.00)    ______________
Donation                                   ______________

Total Enclosed                          ______________

Mail to:
LT Amber Biles
11202 Inlet Dr West
Emerald Isle, NC 28594
Phone: 252-422-5476  DSN: 582-7422
Email: adbiles@nhcp.med.navy.mil
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